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PTP: Parallelized Tracking and Prediction With
Graph Neural Networks and Diversity Sampling

Xinshuo Weng , Ye Yuan, and Kris Kitani

Abstract—Multi-object tracking (MOT) and trajectory predic-
tion are two critical components in modern 3D perception sys-
tems that require accurate modeling of multi-agent interaction.
We hypothesize that it is beneficial to unify both tasks under
one framework in order to learn a shared feature representation
of agent interaction. Furthermore, instead of performing track-
ing and prediction sequentially which can propagate errors from
tracking to prediction, we propose a parallelized framework to
mitigate the issue. Also, our parallel track-forecast framework
incorporates two additional novel computational units. First, we
use a feature interaction technique by introducing Graph Neural
Networks (GNNs) to capture the way in which agents interact with
one another. The GNN is able to improve discriminative feature
learning for MOT association and provide socially-aware contexts
for trajectory prediction. Second, we use a diversity sampling
function to improve the quality and diversity of our forecasted
trajectories. The learned sampling function is trained to efficiently
extract a variety of outcomes from a generative trajectory dis-
tribution and helps avoid the problem of generating duplicate
trajectory samples. We evaluate on KITTI and nuScenes datasets
showing that our method with socially-aware feature learning
and diversity sampling achieves new state-of-the-art performance
on 3D MOT and trajectory prediction. Project website is: http:
//www.xinshuoweng.com/projects/PTP.

Index Terms—Computer vision for transportation, deep
learning for visual perception, visual tracking.

I. INTRODUCTION

T RACKING and trajectory forecasting are critical compo-
nents in modern 3D perception systems [1]. Historically,

3D multi-object tracking (MOT) [2]–[4] and trajectory forecast-
ing [5]–[12] have been studied separately. As a result, perception
systems often perform 3D MOT and forecasting separately in
a cascaded order, where tracking is performed first to obtain
trajectories in the past, followed by trajectory forecasting to
predict future trajectories. However, this cascaded pipeline with
separately trained modules can lead to sub-optimal performance,
as information is not shared across two modules during training.
Since tracking and forecasting modules are mutually dependent,
it would be beneficial to optimize them jointly. For example, a
better MOT module can lead to better performance of its down-
stream forecasting module while a more accurate motion model
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Fig. 1. (Top) Previous work: 3D MOT and trajectory forecasting performed
separately and connected as a sequential process.(Bottom) Ours: Joint and
parallelized framework for MOT and forecasting. Two key innovations: (1)
feature interaction using GNNs to obtain socially-aware features in the presence
of multiple agents; (2) diversity sampling to improve sample efficiency and
produce diverse and accurate trajectory samples.

learned by trajectory forecasting can improve data association
in MOT. Our goal is to jointly optimize MOT and forecasting
modules and learn a better shared feature representation for both
modules.

In addition to joint optimization, we also propose to parallelize
MOT and forecasting in our framework. Instead of performing
two modules in a sequential order as shown in Fig. 1 (top), our
framework performs MOT and forecasting inparallel as shown
in Fig. 1 (bottom). By parallelizing MOT and forecasting heads,
i.e., forecasting does not explicitly depend on the MOT results,
we can prevent association errors made in MOT from degrading
forecasting performance. One might argue that the forecasting
module in our parallelized framework cannot utilize association
information in the current frame. However, we believe that the
forecasting module in our framework can implicitly use asso-
ciation information of the current frame encoded in the shared
features. We will show in the experiments that our novel par-
allelized framework outperforms prior cascaded track-forecast
framework.

Modeling interaction for 3D MOT is crucial in the presence
of multiple agents but is often overlooked in prior work. Prior
work in 3D MOT often extracts the feature of each object
independently, i.e., each object’s feature only depends on the
object’s own inputs (image crop or location). As a result, there is
no interaction between objects. We found thatindependent fea-
ture extraction leads to inferior discriminative feature learning,
and object dependency is the key to obtaining discriminative
features. Intuitively, the features of the same object over two
frames should be as similar as possible and the features of two
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different objects should be as different as possible to avoid
confusion during data association. This can only be achieved
if object features are obtained in a context-aware process, i.e.,
modeling interactions between objects.

To model object interaction in 3D MOT, we use a feature
interaction mechanism as shown in Fig. 1 (Bottom) by introduc-
ing Graph Neural Networks (GNNs). Specifically, we construct
a graph with each node being an object in the scene. Then,
at each layer of the GNNs, each node can update its feature
by aggregating features from other nodes. This node feature
aggregation is useful because the resulting object features are no
longer isolated and can be adapted according to other objects. We
observed in our experiments that, after a few GNN layers, affinity
matrix becomes more discriminative than the affinity matrix
obtained without interaction. In addition to modeling interaction
to improve 3D MOT, interaction modeling can also provide
socially-aware context to improve trajectory forecasting [7],
[12], [13]. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to
use GNNs to model interaction in a unified framework for both
3D MOT and trajectory forecasting tasks.

As future trajectories of objects are uncertain and multi-modal
due to unobserved factors such as intent, prior work in trajectory
forecasting often learns the future trajectory distribution with
generative models such as conditional variational autoencoders
(CVAEs; [9]) and conditional generative networks (CGANs;
[6]). At test time, these methods randomly sample a set of future
trajectories from the generative model without considering the
correlation between samples. As a result, the samples can be
very similar and only cover a limited number of modes, leading
to poor sample efficiency. This inefficient sampling strategy
is harmful in real-time applications because producing a large
number of samples can be computationally expensive and lead
to high latency. Moreover, without covering all the modes in the
trajectory distribution and considering all possible futures, the
perception system cannot plan safely, which is detrimental to
safety-critical applications such as autonomous driving.

To improve sample efficiency in trajectory forecasting, we
depart from the random sampling in prior work and employ
a diversity sampling technique that can generate accurate and
diverse trajectory samples from a pretrained CVAE model. The
idea is to learn a separate sampling network which maps each
object’s feature to a set of latent codes. The latent codes are
then decoded into trajectory samples. In this way, the produced
samples are correlated (unlike random sampling where the
samples are independent), which allows us to enforce structural
constraints such as diversity onto the samples. Specifically, we
use determinantal point processes (DPPs; [14]) to optimize the
diversity of the samples. Our contributions are summarized as
follows:

1) A parallelized framework for 3D MOT and trajectory
forecasting to avoid compounding errors and improve
performance of both modules via joint optimization;

2) A GNNs-based feature interaction mechanism that is the
first applied to a unified MOT and forecasting framework
to improve socially-aware feature learning;

3) Introducing diversity sampling to multi-agent trajectory
forecasting which can produce more accurate and diverse
trajectory samples.

II. RELATED WORK

3D Multi-Object Tracking: Recent work tackles 3D MOT
in an online fashion using a tracking-by-detection pipeline,

where performance is mainly affected by two factors: 3D
detection quality and discriminative feature learning. To ob-
tain discriminative features, prior work focuses on feature en-
gineering, among which the motion and appearance features
are the most popular ones. [4], [15], [16] use Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) to extract 2D appearance features. To
learn 3D appearance features from point clouds, [3] proposes
a PointNet-based [17] 3D MOT network. To leverage motion
features, filter-based [2], [18] and learning-based methods [15]
have been proposed. Although prior work has achieved impres-
sive performance by feature engineering, they extract feature
from each object independently and ignore object interactions.
Different from prior work, [19] is the first introducing GNNs
to model interaction in 3D MOT, which significantly improve
discriminative feature learning. Different from [19] which only
shows the success of introducing GNNs to 3D MOT, we embed
GNNs in a unified 3D MOT and trajectory forecasting frame-
work to improve feature learning for both tasks.

Trajectory Prediction is to predict a sequence of ground
positions of target objects in the future. Prior work mostly
investigates the target object of people [5]–[8], [20]–[22] and
vehicles [9]–[12], [23], [24]. As the future is multi-modal, [6]–
[8] use probabilistic models for trajectory prediction. Also,
as agent behavior can be influenced by others, [7], [8], [12]
introduce GNNs to learn interaction-aware features. However,
most prior works study trajectory forecasting separately from the
highly-related 3D MOT task, while we consider both forecasting
and tracking in a unified framework.

Joint 3D Detection, Tracking and Prediction: A few prior
works attempt joint optimization for different combinations of
the three modules. [4], [16], [25] jointly optimize detector and
tracker. [26], [27] achieve joint detection and prediction, while
skipping the tracking module. [28] shows results for detection,
tracking and forecasting. However, similar to [26], [27], only
detection and prediction are jointly optimized in [28], while
tracking results are obtained by post-processing. Perhaps con-
current work [29] is the closest to us which also jointly optimizes
detection, tracking and forecasting. However, same as prior
work, [29] processes three modules in a sequential order. To the
best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose a parallelized
tracking and prediction framework to avoid compounding errors,
which also has joint optimization of tracking and prediction
modules.

Graph Neural Networks was proposed in [30] to process
graph-structured data using neural networks. The primary com-
ponent of GNNs is node feature aggregation, with which the
feature of a node can be updated by interacting with other nodes.
Recently, significant success has been achieved by introducing
GNNs to applications such as semantic segmentation [31], [32],
action recognition [33]–[36], object tracking [19], [37]. Inspired
by prior work, the goal of this work is to introduce existing GNNs
techniques to a different practical application – joint MOT and
trajectory forecasting, especially in our novel parallelized MOT
and forecasting framework.

Diversity Sampling: Stemming from the M-Best MAP prob-
lem [38], diverse M-Best solutions [39] and multiple choice
learning [40] are able to produce a diverse ensemble of solutions
and models. Also, submodular function maximization [41] has
been used for diverse selection of garments from fashion images.
Determinantal point processes (DPPs) [14] are also popular
probabilistic models for subset selection due to its ability to
measure the global diversity and quality within a set. Prior work
has applied DPPs for document and video summarization [42],
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Fig. 2. (Left) To leverage the location and motion cues, we extract the feature from object trajectoriesO = {o1, . . . ,oM} in the past using an LSTM model
and extract the feature from detectionsD = {d1, . . . ,dN} in the current frame using a MLP.(Right) The GNN-based feature interaction mechanism is used to
update object node featureU l = {ul

1, . . . ,u
l
M} andVl = {vl

1, . . . ,v
l
N} at GNN layerl and iteratively through all GNN layers. At the final layer, we use the

node features for tracked objectsUL for 3D MOT task (see Section III-C), and use the edge featuresEL (computed fromUL andVL) for trajectory forecasting
task (see Section III-D and III-E).

object detection [43], and grasp clustering [44]. Sample diversity
has also been an active research topic in generative model-
ing. A majority of this line of research aims to improve the
diversity of the data distribution learned by deep generative
models, including works that try to alleviate the mode collapse
problem in GANs [45]–[48] and the posterior collapse prob-
lem in VAEs [49]–[51]. Recent work [52], [53] uses DPPs to
improve sample diversity in single-agent trajectory prediction
and evaluated on a toy dataset. Different from [52], [53], we
apply diversity sampling to multi-agent trajectory forecasting
and evaluate on real large-scale driving datasets.

III. A PPROACH

We aim to achieve 3D MOT and bird’s eye view trajectory
forecasting in parallel. LetO = {o1, . . . ,oM} denote the set
of past trajectories ofM tracked objects. Each past trajectory
oi = [o−H

i , . . . ,o−1
i ] consists of the associated detections of the

i-th tracked object in the pastH frames. The associated detection
at framet ∈ {−H, . . . ,−1} is a tupleot

i = [x, y, z, l, w, h, θ, I],
where (x, y, z) denotes the object center in 3D space,(l, w, h)
denotes the object size,θ is the heading angle, andI is the
assigned ID. LetD = {d1, . . . ,dN} denote the set of unasso-
ciated detections ofN objects in the current frame obtained
by a 3D object detector. Each unassociated detectiondj =
[x, y, z, l, w, h, θ] is defined similarly to the past associated
detectionsot

i except without the assigned IDI. The goal of 3D
MOT is to associate the current detectiondj ∈ D with the past
object trajectoryoi ∈ O and assign an ID todj . For trajectory
forecasting, the objective is to predict the future trajectories
F = {f i, . . . ,fM} for all M tracked objects in the past. Each
future trajectoryf i = [f1

i , . . . ,f
T
i ] consists of thex and z

positions (i.e., 2D position on the ground in a top-down view)
of the i-th object in futureT frames, i.e.,f t

i = [x, z] where
t ∈ {1, . . . , T}.

The entire network of our method to achieve the parallelized
MOT and forecasting is shown in Fig. 1 (bottom), which consists
of five modules: (1) a feature extractor to encode the feature
for the object trajectories in the past and the detections in the
current frame; (2) a feature interaction mechanism using GNNs
to update the object features based on the features of other
objects; (3) a 3D MOT head that computes the affinity matrix
for data association between the tracked objects in the past and

detected objects in the current frame; (4) a trajectory forecasting
head that learns a CVAE to generate future trajectories based on
the GNN features and past trajectories; (5) a diversity sampling
that can optimize the diversity of the trajectory samples.

A. Feature Extraction

To utilize motion and location information from object trajec-
tories in the past and detections in the current frame, we learn
feature extractors as shown in Fig. 2 (Left). Given the trajectory
oi = [o−H

i , . . . ,o−1
i ] for a tracked objecti, we obtain its feature

by applying a two-layer LSTM. The LSTM aims to model the
temporal dynamics in the data and outputs a featureui with 64
dimensions. For a detected objectj in the current frame, we use
a 2-layer Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) to map the detectiondj

to a 64-dimensional featurevj . Note that the feature extractors
for tracked objectoi and detected objectdj are different asoi

anddj have different time horizon. The obtained featuresui

andvj are then used as initial node featuresu0
i andv0

j at layer
0 of the GNNs (see Section III-B) for feature interaction.

Note that our feature extractor is shared and optimized for
both tracking and forecasting, which is different from prior
work that extracts features twice separately in 3D MOT and
trajectory forecasting as shown in Fig. 1 (top). As a result,
our method reduces system complexity and we will also show
in experiments that our parallelized tracking and forecasting
framework improves feature learning.

B. Graph Neural Network for Feature Interaction

Graph Construction: After feature extraction, we haveM
features{u0

1, . . . ,u
0
M} for tracked objects in the past andN

features{v0
1, . . . ,v

0
N} for detected objects in the current frame.

We then construct anL-layer undirected Graph Neural Network
(GNN) where each layer includes nodes of theM tracked objects
andN currently detected objects as shown in Fig. 2 (right). We
use undirected graph because the interaction between objects
should be mutual. As the node feature is updated at each layer,
let us denote the node features for the tracked objects at layerl as
U l = {ul

1, . . . ,u
l
M}. Similarly, we define the node feature for

the currently detected objects at layerl asV l = {vl
1, . . . ,v

l
N}.

In addition to node feature definition, we also define a set
of edges at every layer of the graph to relate node features. To
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make GNN learning efficient, we restrict edge connections to be
sparse, i.e., edges are not defined between every pair of nodes.
Specifically, we utilize prior knowledge about social interaction
in the presence of multiple agents: interactions primarily happen
between objects that are close to each other. Therefore, we
construct the edge between two nodes if and only if these two
nodes’ box centers have distance less than a threshold (C meters)
in 3D space. As a result, we have a sparse edge connection
as shown in Fig. 2 (right). Note that the edge connections are
dynamic across time so that GNNs can model interaction in
different scenes with varying numbers of objects, though the
edge connections are fixed across layers of GNNs at the same
time step.

Node Feature Aggregation:To model feature interaction in
GNN, we iteratively update the node features by aggregating
features from the neighborhood nodes (i.e., nodes connected by
an edge) in each layer. Specifically, we employ the node feature
aggregation rule proposed in GraphConv [54]:

ul+1
i = σl

1(u
l
i) +

∑
j∈N (i)

σl
2(v

l
j) +

∑
g∈N(i)

σl
3(u

l
g), (1)

whereul
i andul+1

i are the node features for a tracked objecti
at layerl andl + 1. N(i) denotes a set of neighborhood nodes
that are connected to the nodei by an edge, andvl

j , u
l
g with

j, g ∈ N(i) are the neighborhood node features at layerl, where
ul
g is the neighborhood node feature in the past frames andvl

j is
the neighborhood node feature in the current frame. Moreover,
σl
1, σl

2, σl
3 are linear layers at layerl, whose weights are not

shared across layers. Note that a ReLU operator is applied to
the node feature after feature aggregation at each layer except
for the final layer. Intuitively, the above node aggregation rule
means that each node feature is updated by aggregating the
transformed features of its own and its connected nodes. In
addition to updating the node featureul

i for tracked objects,
we also update the node featurevl

j for detected objects:

vl+1
j = σl

1(v
l
j) +

∑
i∈N(j)

σl
2(u

l
i) +

∑
g∈N(j)

σl
3(v

l
g). (2)

Based on the above rules, the updated node features for tracked
objectsU l+1 and for detected objectsV l+1 will affect each other
through feature interaction in the following layers. After several
layers of feature interaction, we use the node features at the final
layerL for tracked objectsUL as inputs to our forecasting head
(see Section III-D). Due to feature interaction, we believe that
the final node featuresUL have contained enough information
from both the trajectories in the past frames and detections in
the current frame.

Edge Feature:As each entry of the affinity matrix in MOT
represents similarity of two objects, it is natural to use edges
relating two object nodes to compute the affinity matrix. To
learn the similarity, we first define the edge feature between two
connected nodes as the difference of their node features:

elij = ul
i − vl

j , (3)

whereul
i is the node feature of tracked objecti in the past frames

andvl
j is the node feature of detected objectj in the current

frame. The two features are related by an edge featureelij at
layerl. Note that we only compute the feature for edges relating
a tracked object and a detected object as MOT only associates
objects across frames (not objects in a same frame). We use the
set of edge featuresEL at the final GNN layer as inputs to 3D

Fig. 3. 3D multi-object tracking head with an affinity loss.

MOT head for data association. We will show in our experiments
that using this simple subtraction between two node features as
the edge feature is good enough to achieve S.O.T.A 3D MOT
performance.

C. 3D Multi-Object Tracking Head

To solve 3D MOT, we need to learn an affinity matrixA
based on pairwise similarity of the features extracted fromM
tracked objects in the past andN detected objects in the current
frame. As a result, affinity matrixA has a dimension ofM ×N
where each entryAij represents the similarity score between the
tracked objecti and the detected objectj.

Edge Regression:To learn the affinity matrix for data associ-
ation, we employ an edge regression module as shown in Fig. 3,
which consists of a two-layer MLP with a non-linear operator
and a Sigmoid layer. To compute each entry inAij , the edge
regression module uses an edge featureeLij as input and outputs
a scalar value between 0 to 1 as the pairwise similarity score:

Aij = Sigmoid(σ4(ReLU(σ3(e
L
ij)))), (4)

whereσ3 andσ4 are two linear layers. As a result, the computed
affinity matrix A can be used to associate the objects using
the Hungarian algorithm [55] during testing. For tracked and
detected objects that cannot be associated, we employ the same
birth and death memory as in [2] to create and delete identities.
During training, we learn the network parameters by computing
an affinity loss between the estimated affinity matrixA and its
ground truth (GT).

Affinity Loss: As shown in Fig. 3, we employ an affinity loss
Laff to directly supervise the outputA of 3D MOT head. Our
affinity loss consists of two individual losses. First, as we know
that the GT affinity matrixAg can only have integer 0 or 1 on
all the entries, we can formulate the prediction of the affinity
matrix as a binary classification problem. Therefore, ourentropy
(BCE) lossLbce that is applied on every entry ofA:

Lbce =
−1

MN

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

Ag
ij logAij + (1−Ag

ij) log(1−Aij).

(5)
Second, we know that each tracked objectoi can only have either
one matched detectiondj or no match at all. In other words, each
row and column of theAg can only be a one-hot vector or an
all-zero vector. This motivates our second loss. We define the set
of rows and columns inAg that have a one-hot vector asMoh

andNoh, and then apply the cross entropy (CE) lossLce to these
rows and columns. As an example, if thejth columnAg

·j in GT
affinity matrix is a one-hot vector, then the lossLce for thejth
column is defined as:

L.j
ce = − 1

M

M∑
i=1

Ag
ij log

(
expAij∑M
i=1 expAij

)
. (6)
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We can summarize the affinity lossLaff for 3D MOT:

Laff = Lbce + Lce = Lbce +
∑

i∈Moh

Li.
ce +

∑
j∈Noh

L.j
ce, (7)

whereLce is computed by summing over the (6) for all rows and
columns with a one-hot vector. Also, we use the same weight of
1 for two lossesLce andLbce.

D. Trajectory Forecasting Head

Our trajectory forecasting head is a conditional generative
modelpθ(f i|oi,u

L
i ), which learns the distribution of thei-th

tracked object’s future trajectoryf i based on its past trajectory
oi and node featureuL

i at the last GNN layer. Note that the
trajectory forecasting head does not explicitly depend on the
MOT association results in the current frame, but instead uses the
node featureuL

i after feature interaction. This design prevents
the association error in the current frame made by MOT from
deteriorating the forecasting results, while still allowing the
forecasting module to exploit the information in the current
frame. This is because the node featureuL

i already encodes
object information in the current frame through interaction. As
we share the generative model for all tracked objectsO, we drop
the subscripts and superscripts for ease of notation and denote
the generative model aspθ(f |o,u). We adopt the CVAE [9]
as our generative model and introduce a latent variablez to
model unobserved factors (e.g., agent intentions) and capture
the multi-modal distribution of the future trajectoryf . Based on
the CVAE formulation, we introduce a variational lower bound
Vlb(f ; θ, φ) of the log-likelihood functionlog pθ(f |o,u):

Vlb(f ; θ, φ) = Eqφ(z|f ,o,u) [log pθ(f |z,o,u))]
−KL (qφ(z|f ,o,u)‖p(z)), (8)

where p(z) = N (0, I) is a Gaussian latent prior,
qφ(z|f ,o,u) = N (μ,Diag(σ2)) is an approximated posterior
(encoder distribution) andpθ(f |z,o,u) = N (f̃ , αI) is a
conditional likelihood (decoder distribution) with a coefficient
α. We use two Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) as the
encoderFφ and decoderGθ to respectively output the parameters
of the encoder and decoder distributions:(μ,σ) = Fφ(f ,o,u)

and f̃ = Gθ(z,o,u). The detailed architectures forFφ and
Gθ are given in the supplementary materials. Based on above
formulation, the loss for our trajectory forecasting head
is Lcvae= −Vlb. As we jointly optimize the tracking and
forecasting heads as well as the feature extractors and GNNs,
we summarize the overall loss of our network as follows:

Ltotal = Laff + Lcvae= Laff − Vlb, (9)

Where the weights are 1 forLaff andLcvae. Once the CVAE
model is learned, we can produce thei-th agent’s future
trajectoriesf i by randomly sampling a set of latent codes
{zi1, . . . ,ziK} from the latent prior and decode them using
the decoderGθ into future trajectory samples{f i1, . . . ,f iK}.
However, as random sampling can lead to similar samples and
low sample efficiency, we introduce a diversity sampling tech-
nique into multi-agent trajectory forecasting that can produce
diverse and accurate samples, and improve sample efficiency.

Fig. 4. Trajectory Forecasting with Diversity Sampling: To produce diverse
trajectory samples from our pretrained CVAE model, we learn a diversity
sampling function (DSF)Sγ to map each object’s node featureuL

i to a set
of latent codes, which can cover not only the major mode but also other modes
in the CVAE latent space. Then, we decode those codes into diverse and accurate
future trajectories for objecti.

E. Diversity Sampling Technique

To obtain diverse future trajectory samples for multi-agent
trajectory forecasting, we introduce the diversity sampling tech-
nique. As shown in Fig. 4, we use aγ-parameterized Diversity
Sampling Function (DSF)Sγ (a two-layer MLP) that maps
the i-th object’s GNN featureuL

i to a set of latent codes:
Sγ(u

L
i ) = {zi1, . . . ,ziK}. We can then use the CVAE decoder

Gθ to decode the latent codes into a set of future trajectories
Yi = {f i1, . . . ,f iK} for objecti. In this way, the latent codes
and trajectory samples are correlated and can be controlled by
the parameters of the DSFSγ . Our goal is to optimizeSγ so
that the trajectory samplesYi are both diverse and accurate.
To model diversity, we construct a DPP kernelLi ∈ RK×K for
each objecti based on the diversity and quality of the samples
in Yi:

Li = Diag(ri) · Si · Diag(ri), (10)

where the DPP kernel is formed by two components representing
sample diversity and quality — a similarity matrixSi ∈ RK×K

and a quality vectorri ∈ RK :

Si
ab = exp

(−ω‖f ia − f ib‖2
)
,

rik = exp
(
max(−‖zik‖2 +R2, 0)

)
. (11)

The elementSi
ab of the similarity matrix measures similarity

between trajectory samplesf ia andf ib with a Gaussian kernel
whereω is a scaling factor. Each elementria in the quality vector
defines the quality of samplef ia based on how far its latent code
zik is from the origin. Ifzik is very far, it means the sample has
low likelihood and will be assigned a low quality score. Based
on the DPP kernelLi, one can define a diversity loss to measure
the diversity and quality within the trajectory samplesYi:

Li
dpp =

N∑
n=1

λn

λn + 1
= −tr

(
I − (Li + I)−1

)
, (12)

whereλn is then-th eigenvalue ofLi, tr(·) is the trace operator
andI is the identity matrix. As the diagonal elements ofLi are all
ones, the sum of eigenvalues is fixed:

∑
λn = tr(Li) = K. The

optima ofLi
dpp is obtained when all eigenvalues are equal andLi

becomes an identity matrix, thus makingSi
ab = 0 (a �= b) and

rik = 1. This means the distance between trajectory samples
is large and each sample has high likelihood. However, this
optima is seldom obtained due to the trade-off between diversity
and quality, i.e., samples far way from others often have low
likelihood. Besides the diversity loss, we further introduce a
reconstruction loss to encourage the set of trajectory samplesYi
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TABLE I
3D MOT EVALUATION ON THE KITTI AND NUSCENESDATASETS

to cover the ground-truth future trajectoriesf̂ :

Li
recon= min

k
‖f ik − f̂‖2. (13)

To learn DSF, we freeze the parameters of other compo-
nents (feature extractors, GNNs, and CVAE) and only op-
timize the parametersγ of the DSF with the following
loss:

Ldsf =
1

M

M∑
i=1

Li
dpp+ Li

recon. (14)

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Datasets

We evaluate on standard driving datasets: KITTI [56] and
nuScenes [57], which provide LiDAR point cloud and 3D bound-
ing box trajectories. We do not evaluate on 2D MOT datasets
such as MOTChallenges [58] as they do not provide LiDAR data
or 3D bounding box ground truth and are thus not directly appli-
cable to our method. To compare against prior state-of-the-art
methods for 3D MOT alone or for trajectory forecasting only,
we evaluate two modules separately. For KITTI, same as prior
work, we report results on the car subset for comparison. For
nuScenes, we evaluate our 3D MOT and trajectory forecasting
for all categories (car, pedestrian, bicycle, motorcycle, truck,
bus and trailer) and final performance is the mean over all
categories.

B. Evaluating 3D Multi-Object Tracking

Evaluation Metrics: We use standard CLEAR metrics (in-
cluding MOTA, MOTP, IDS) and new sAMOTA, AMOTA and
AMOTP metrics [2]. Since we are evaluating 3D MOT methods,
all above metrics need to be defined in 3D space using the
criteria of 3D IoU or 3D distance. However, KITTI dataset only
supports 2D MOT evaluation, i.e., metrics defined in 2D space
for evaluating image-based MOT methods. Therefore, instead of
using KITTI 2D MOT evaluation, we use 3D MOT evaluation
code provided by [2].

Baselines: We compare against recent 3D MOT systems
such as FANTrack [15], mmMOT [3], AB3DMOT [2] and
GNN3DMOT [19]. To achieve fair comparison, we use the
same 3D detections obtained by PointRCNN [59] on KITTI
and by Megvii [60] on nuScenes for all methods. Also, for some
baselines [15], [16], [19] that require 2D detections as inputs,
we use the 2D projection of the 3D detections.

Results:We summarize the 3D MOT results on KITTI and
nuScenes datasets in Table I. Our method consistently outper-
forms baselines in sAMOTA, AMOTA and MOTA, which are
the primary metrics for ranking MOT methods. We hypothesize
that this is because our method leveraging GNN obtains more
discriminative features to avoid confusion in MOT association
while all 3D MOT baselines ignore the interaction between

Fig. 5. 3D MOT results on sequence 0 (left) and 11 (right) of the KITTI test
set. We show three frames (with an interval of 5 frames) for each sequence.

TABLE II
EFFECT OFTRAJECTORYFORECASTING ON3D MOT

objects. Moreover, joint optimization of the tracking and fore-
casting modules in parallel also helps. We will justify both
hypotheses in the ablation study. We show qualitative results
of our method on the KITTI dataset in Fig. 5, demonstrating
reliable 3D MOT performance.

Ablation Study: We first verify if joint optimization of the
3D MOT and forecasting improves 3D MOT performance. In
Table II, when we train MOT and trajectory forecasting heads
together on the KITTI dataset, performance is higher in most
metrics compared to the model without forecasting. This proves
that parallelizing two modules is beneficial to 3D MOT. Second,
as shown in the figure next to Table II, on the KITTI dataset we
validate the effect of the number of GNN layers on 3D MOT.
We can see that, performance is significantly increased when
using two layers of GNN, and then starts to converge with more
layers. As a result, we use two GNN layers for shared feature
learning in our method.

C. Evaluating Trajectory Forecasting

Evaluation Metrics: We use two standard metrics: Average
Displacement Error (ADE) [5] and Final Displacement Error
(FDE) for accuracy evaluation. To evaluate diversity of the
trajectory samples and penalize similar samples, we use the
Average Self Distance (ASD) and Final Self Distance (FSD)
metrics proposed in [52] for sample diversity evaluation.

Baselines:We compare against S.O.T.A. methods designed
for vehicle trajectory forecasting [10], [11], [13] and person tra-
jectory forecasting [6], among which [13] also leverages GNNs.
As all baselines and our method are probabilistic approaches,
we follow [6] and use 20 samples for all methods during evalua-
tion. Following standard trajectory forecasting evaluation, which
uses GT past trajectories (not estimated trajectories by a MOT
module) to predict future trajectories, we feed GT trajectories
in framest ∈ {−H, . . . , 0} to baselines and predict trajectories
in framest ∈ {1, . . . , T}. To have a relatively fair comparison
to baselines, our method takes GT past trajectories in frames
t ∈ {−H, . . . ,−1} and GT detections in frame 0 as inputs, and
perform MOT in the current frame 0 and predict trajectories in
framest ∈ {1, . . . , T} in parallel. As a result, the comparison
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TABLE III
TRAJECTORYFORECASTINGEVALUATION ON KITTI AND NUSCENES

Fig. 6. Trajectory forecasting visualization on the KITTI dataset.

is relatively fair as both baselines and our method have access
to GT object information up to frame 0, though our method
does not use GT object identity in the frame 0 (our method only
uses GT detections in the frame 0 but does not know which past
trajectory each detection is associated to). Note that, one can also
view that the baseline methods perform sequential 3D MOT and
trajectory forecasting (as shown in Fig. 1 top) but with a perfect
object association in the frame 0 while our method does MOT
and forecasting in parallel.

Results:We summarize trajectory forecasting results on the
KITTI and nuScenes datasets in Table III. Our trajectory fore-
casting module, which (1) is jointly trained with a 3D MOT head
in parallel, (2) uses GNNs for feature interaction and (3) uses
diversity sampling, outperforms the baselines in both accuracy
and diversity metrics. These results validate the advantage of our
novel parallelized framework over prior cascaded track-forecast
baselines (even using perfect tracking results in the frame 0
from GT, let alone using real-world 3D MOT modules with
imperfect results). Also, our method outperforms baselines by a
large margin in the long-horizon (i.e., 3.0 s) prediction setting.
This is because our method has a higher sample efficiency and
can cover different modes of the future trajectory distribution.
We show qualitative results of our method on the KITTI dataset
in Fig. 6 with plausible and diverse trajectory predictions drawn
on the ground.

Ablation Study: We first verify if our parallelized joint track-
ing/forecasting optimization and diversity sampling function
improves performance of the trajectory forecasting module on
the KITTI dataset. In Table IV, we denote our model trained
without the MOT head and DSF as w/o MOT+DSF, i.e., a
standard multi-modal trajectory forecasting model based on
GNNs and CVAE. Then, we add one module at a time. We
first add the MOT head back, denoted as w/o DSF in Table IV,
showing clear improvement in accuracy metrics and slight

TABLE IV
EFFECT OF3D MOT AND DIVERSITY SAMPLING ON FORECASTING

improvement in diversity metrics. We believe it is because that
the auxiliary 3D MOT objective improves the shared feature
learning, which is helpful to trajectory forecasting. Moreover,
after adding the DSF module, denoted asOurs in Table IV, we
see further improvement in both accuracy and diversity metrics.
Also, another interesting ablation is to see if only using motion
feature is the best option for our PTP framework compared to
using both motion and appearance features as in [19]. Our results
(+App) show that adding appearance leads to lower performance
on ADE/FDE compared to w/o DSF, which we believe is because
appearance feature is not meaningful to trajectory forecasting.
In the figure next to Table IV, we also show the effect of GNN
layers on forecasting performance. We observed that ADE/FDE
are decreased when using GNNs (e.g., 2 layers) compared to
not using GNNs (i.e., 0 layer), showing the effectiveness of
GNN-based feature interaction for trajectory forecasting in our
proposed parallelized framework.

V. CONCLUSION

We proposed aParallelized 3DTracking andPrediction
(PTP) framework that can avoid compounding errors and
showed that it is beneficial to achieve both tasks under one
unified framework through shared feature learning and joint
optimization. Also, we incorporated two novel computational
units into our approach: (1) a GNN-based feature interaction,
which is introduced for the first time to a joint tracking and
prediction framework; (2) a diversity sampling technique that
improves sample efficiency for multi-agent trajectory forecast-
ing. Through experiments, we established new state-of-the-art
performance on both 3D MOT and trajectory forecasting, show-
ing that the proposed method is effective.
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